
 

In 1998 Nick and Trish Radge established a stock market trading education company, Reef Capital 

Coaching.  Upon receipt of an Australian Financial Services licence in 2005 the business evolved into 

a stock market advisory service now known as The Chartist. 

Based in Noosa Heads, Queensland, The Chartist is a membership website providing bespoke stock 

market advice to self-managed investors primarily aged between 45-55. 

Catering for mid to sophisticated investors The Chartist issues daily buy and sell signals for short 

term traders in the Australian and US markets plus a Growth Portfolio for SMSF and longer term 

investors. The Chartist also provides chart research for Australian stocks, US bellwether stocks and 

global markets. 

The Chartist is committed to setting the standard in honesty and integrity in the stock market advice 

industry. Their goal is to provide exceptional service on a personal basis despite being an online 

business.  

What makes The Chartist different to other stock market newsletters and advisors? 

The owners of the business are taking their own advice and trading with their clients. Crazy stuff, we 

know! Trish and Nick Radge use the Growth Portfolio to manage their SMSF and trade the US High 

Frequency Strategy. They declare their trades and results daily to their members. Not only does this 

create an extra level of trust with their clients but it also demonstrates that the strategies are 

genuine and robust. 

Our mandate is to buy stocks when the price is rising and sell when the price starts to fall – buy high 

and sell higher. The majority of stock advisors have their clients buy stocks that appear undervalued 

and wait for the price to rise which, if it happens, can take a very long time. 

We protect our clients’ capital by reverting to cash when the overall market turns down instead of 

riding prices lower. 

We mathematically test and back test each strategy so we know over the longer term our strategies 

will make money. 

All strategies are end-of-day so clients do not need to monitor the markets during business hours. 

Reef Capital Coaching trading as The Chartist holds an Australian Financial Services License (AFSL 

288200) based on Nick Radge’s extensive market experience. 


